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Well-Being & the Self…
… in personality and social psychology…

• independent, autonomous entities, who strive for self-esteem by 
asserting their unique, powerful, and positive identities over other 
distinct social and natural entities (Greenberg & Pyszczynski, 1985; 
Taylor & Brown, 1988; Tesser, 1988).

… in cultural psychology… 

• self-contained individualism excludes a majority of the world’s 
cultures, fails to account for important gender and class differences, 
and is ill suited to reflect the obvious interdependence of people in 
an era of rapid globalization (Geertz, 1974; Gilligan, 1982; Markus & 
Kitayama, 1991; Sampson, 1989, 2003; Shweder & Bourne, 1982).

• see also, relational developmental systems perspectives (Lerner, 

Agans, DeSouza, & Gasca, 2013), relational-cultural theory (Jordan, 

2010), Self Determination Theory (Deci & Ryan, 2000)



Well-Being & the Self…

… in ecopsychology … the mutual constitution of cultures and 
selves… and ecological systems…

• “If ecopsychology has anything to add to the Socratic-

Freudian project of self-knowledge, it is to remind us of what 

our ancestors took to be common knowledge: there is more to 

know about the self, or rather more self to know, than our 

personal history reveals. Making a personality, the task that 

Jung called ‘‘individuation,’’ may be the adventure of a 

lifetime. But the person is anchored within a greater, universal 

identity. Salt remnants of ancient oceans flow through our 

veins, ashes of expired stars rekindle in our genetic 

chemistry.” (Roszak, 1992, p. 319)



(Murphy, 2012)



Ecopsychological Research Trajectories

• Fisher (2002/2013) describes two core types of ecopsychological practices:

– Therapeutic, focused on cultivating contexts for people to find 

existential meaning, support, and vitality. (pos. psych themes)

– Recollective, emphasizing our psychic rootedness in nature and aimed 

at “relearning the essentially human art of revering, giving back to, and 

maintaining reciprocal relations with an animate natural world.” 

(conservation psych, “sustainability psych”)

– (see Nisbet & Zelenski, 2011, on the “happy path to sustainability”)
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Cultural Identity, Conceptions of Wellness, and Health Behavior: 

The Center for Alaska Native Health Research (CANHR) Study



• Yukon-Kuskokwim delta region / ~75,000 sq. miles

• ~23,000 population / ~60 villages

• Yup’ik is the first language

• Subsistence activities remain a primary food source and affirmation of values



Yup’ik Conceptions of Wellness: The Vitality of Social 

and Natural Connection (Wolsko et al., 2006)



“To live a good life? Cultural activities, the lifestyle itself. It’s 

like going out fishing, trapping. Setting out your blackfish 

trap, getting ice, going out hunting, or logging. If you do all of 

that stuff, it’s going to bring about values like getting up early 

in the morning. I learn the value of hard work. I learn sharing, 

honestly, and trust. The lifestyle connects us with our 

personal identity, our history, our culture, our connections 

with the land, our families, our relations, and believing that 

everything has a spirit.”
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Assessing Health in an Alaska Native Cultural Context:

The Yup’ik Wellness Measure (Lardon, Wolsko, et al., in press)

Wellness Measure: Frequency & Importance of (24 items):

1. Engage in subsistence activities

2. Engage in physical activities 

3. Do chores (cleaning, packing water, repairing things, etc.)

4. Spend time outside/get fresh air/spend time in nature 

5. Eat traditional Native foods 

6. Use traditional medicine (herbs, teas, salves, etc.)

7. Engaging in spiritual practices (taking bones back to the river)



Assessing Health in an Alaska 

Native Cultural Context:

The Yup’ik Wellness Measure 

(Lardon, Wolsko, et al., in press)



Experiencing Connection with Nature: The Matrix of 

Psychological Well-Being, Mindfulness, and Outdoor 

Recreation (Wolsko & Lindberg, 2013)
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Experiencing Connection 

with Nature: The Matrix of 

Psychological Well-Being, 

Mindfulness, and Outdoor 

Recreation (Wolsko & 

Lindberg, 2013)
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Red, White, and Blue Enough to be Green: Effects of Moral 

Framing on Climate Change Attitudes and Conservation 

Behaviors (Wolsko, Ariceaga, & Seiden, under review)

• The gateways to and day to day realities of engagement with and 

connection to the natural environment will not be the same for everybody 

– relevant for practical efforts aimed at well-being as well as 

conservation.
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Political Polarization on Environmental Issues

• Liberals tend to report greater engagement in environmentally 

friendly behaviors, support for environmental regulation, and 

concern about environmental problems, such as climate change 

(Dunlap, Xiao, & McCright, 2001; Guber, 2013; Gromet, 

Kunreuther, & Larrick, 2013; Konisky, Milyo, & Richardson, 2008; 

McCright & Dunlap, 2011).

• Environmental issues are typically framed in ideological and 

moral terms that hold greater appeal for liberals and egalitarians 

(e.g., Feinberg & Willer, 2013; Feygina, Jost, & Goldsmith, 2010).

• It may not be concern about the environment which is primarily 

being rejected by conservatives, but rather the moral tone of the 

prevailing environmental discourse, in which practicing 

“environmentalism” signifies being unfaithful to one’s ingroup and 

associated conservative values. (consider instrumental vs. 

expressive rationality)



Narrow / biased moral framing of environmental communications

• Nisbet, Markovitz, and Kotcher (2012) summarize the chronic 

emphasis of environmental campaigns on liberal morals, and argue 

that we need to “appeal to a greater bandwith of moral foundations 

and to be fluent in a variety of moral languages” (p. 18).

Empirical attempts to do so:

• Framing pro-environmental rhetoric in terms of purity largely 

eliminated the difference between liberals’ and conservatives’ 

environmental attitudes (Feinberg and Willer, 2013).

• Persuasive appeals (binding vs. individualizing) congruent with 

one’s political ideology increased conservatives’ intentions to 

recycle and their actual recycling habits (Kidwell et al., 2013).

• Framing a pro-environmental message as patriotic (“protect and 

preserve the American way of life”) increased conservatives’ 

intentions to engage in conservation behaviors and willingness to 

sign a pro-environmental petition (Feygina et al., 2013).



1. Examine the extent of moral framing effects on a broader 

array of environmental attitudes and behaviors than has 

previously been examined, including climate change attitudes 

and donations to an environmental organization.

2. Provide the first assessment of the perceived identity of the 

message source as a mediating factor in causing these moral 

framing effects.

Red, White, and Blue Enough to be Green: Effects of Moral 

Framing on Climate Change Attitudes and Conservation 

Behaviors (Wolsko, Ariceaga, & Seiden, in prep)



Method (2 Experiments)

Assessment of Political Orientation: indicate the extent to which they were in 

favor of or against “each of the following eight policies, practices, and 

political groups”: (1) capital punishment, (2) making abortion illegal, (3) less 

strict gun control, (4) more socialized health care, (5) legalization of same 

sex marriage, (6) not punishing illegal immigration, (7) democrats, and (8) 
republicans. 

Random Assignment to:

(1) individualizing, focusing on protection from harm and the pursuit of 

fairness in nature and humankind (designed to appeal more to 

political liberals)

(2) binding, focusing on loyalty to the ingroup, respect for authority, 

and maintaining purity and sanctity of human endeavors, with a 

particular emphasis on patriotism and pride in the United States 

(designed to appeal more to political conservatives)

(3) control, providing a brief, generic call to address environmental 

issues.







Method: DVs

Conservation Intentions: 10 activities related to environmental 

conservation (recycling, using energy saving light bulbs, composting). 

How likely it is that they would regularly engage in that activity in the future 

on a scale ranging from 1 extremely unlikely to 7 extremely likely.

Climate Change Composite: Items from Spence, Poortinga, and 

Pidgeon’s (2012) national survey of UK residents on climate change 

perceptions, included assessments of certainty (e.g., “The seriousness of 

climate change is exaggerated”), preparedness to act (e.g., “I am 

prepared to greatly reduce my energy use to help tackle climate change”), 

human causation (e.g., “To what extent do you think climate change is an 

entirely natural process vs. a process entirely caused by human activities), 

and concern / risk (e.g., “How concerned, if at all, are you about climate 

change, sometimes referred to as ‘global warming’?”).

Donations: What percentage of your payment are you willing to donate to 

the Environmental Defense Fund, an environmental organization 

dedicated to protection of the natural environment? (Study 2 only)

Ingroup Identity: “The message above reflects my group’s values” and 

“The message above feels like it came from “my people”. (Study 2 only)
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1. Political ideology and condition interact to predict the given 
environmental DV. (Equation 4 for each DV)

2. The interaction between political ideology and condition also 
significantly predicts variance in the mediator. (Equation 5)

3. The mediator independently predicts variance in the DV of interest. 
(Equation 6 for each DV)

4. The political ideology by condition interaction (from Equation 4) is 
reduced in magnitude and significance when controlling for the 
mediator (ingroup identity) by moderator (condition) interaction 
(Equation 6). Full mediation for conservation intentions.

Mediated Moderation



Discussion Points

• How should we communicate about ecological sustainability to 

people who inhabit diverse social / ideological / moral worlds?

• What are the implications for social cohesion of one-size-fits-all 

communication strategies vs. narrowcasting?

• Further specification and implementation of mechanisms of 

engagement with nature (or shall we say ecological 

embeddedness) for well-being:

• Physical activity

• Psychological restoration / stress reduction

• Social interaction

• Systems of meaning (e.g., connection with food systems, 

clarity of selfhood)

• Direct experiences of reciprocity / interdependence

• Equity in access to the above


